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India is a very big country on the continent in the world and the entire country is replete with endless
spectacular attractions and destinations. Each destination is boasting with amazing tourist spots.
Right from architectural beauty, pilgrimage centres to natural beauty to colorful festivals, India is
embedded with all. Moreover, India offers you a mesmerising wildlife holiday experience as it
houses numerous wildlife destinations in its many corners. If you are thinking to plan a holiday in
India, visiting India would be the best thought for your life that will cherish you for lifetime.

Top three destinations to visit while holidaying in India

Kerala

Kerala, the Queen of Backwaters is the fantastic state of southern region of India. It mainly rose to
fame for its unparalleled backwaters, a marvel blend of rivers, lakes, lagoons and inlets. They are
known for its picturesque beauty, scenic landscape, thick paddy fields and natural beauty.
Moreover, Kerala is chosen for its splendid beaches. The most popular beaches of Kerala are
Kovalam, Bakel, Chopara, etc. Munnar in Kerala is also a worth-exploring destination to visit. It is
amongst the most enticing tourist hill resort in this region. The perfumed tea estates and Ayurvedic
centres are the astounding wonders of this hill station. So, Kerala Tours endows you with the
memorable moments that you had ever in your life.

Rajasthan

Lovingly known as â€˜the land of royaltyâ€™, Rajasthan is a long stretched deserted area of India. It is a
place where a tourist can enjoy myriad of experiences right from wildlife to adventure activities, to
historical monuments. Rajasthan is truly superb when it comes to historical wonders. Amber Fort is
the prime pre-historic building of this state that lies in Jaipur, the first planned city of India. Another
ancient structure of this state is Lake Palace, the most beautiful building of Udaipur that will treasure
fabulous moments to relish in for lifetime. Apart from experiencing architectural splendors, there are
much more to explore in this region. Camel safari in Rajasthan is the exotic adventure that displays
the very essence of imperial Rajasthan.

Goa

Friendly, warm and welcoming, Goa is the most sought after beach destinations in whole of Asia. It
is mainly noted for affectionate and enticing beaches. Anjuna, Baga and Colva are the key beach
destinations of this state. Moreover, Goa is famous for its world-best accommodation facilities as it
is packed with luxury resorts and hotels. Goan festivals are also inviting. Many festivals are
celebrated all over the year. Annual Carnival is the most popular celebration of Goa that takes place
in the month of February.

Enjoy a mesmerising vacation in India as you senses relish the natural beauty of Goan beaches,
architectural wonderments of Rajasthan and backwater cruising in Kerala with a tour to India, which
offers one of the best experience in incredible India.
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